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Information regarding Barrier freedom on Internet pages:
[PDF]
Important Reference to all Links:
Based on a court decision of 12 May 1998 - 312O 85/95 - " Liability for Links " the country court
Hamburg has decided that based on the placement of a link one has to bear the responsibility for the
contents of the links. This can - so the county court - be prevented only that one disassociates
expressively from these contents.
We herewith disassociate ourselves expressively from all contents of all linked web-sides and do not
adopt them as our own. This declaration is valid for all links indicated on our web-side
www.fww-gmbh.de

Exemption of Liability:

The information made available on this internet - page have been thoroughly reviewed and have been
up-dated regularly. However, it cannot be guaranteed that they are, at any time, described completely,
correctly and in latest actuality. This is especially true for all links to other pages in the internet referred
to directly or indirectly. Statements can be supplemented, removed or revised, without prior
announcement.

Protection of Data Privacy:
Each entering to our homepage and each request for data logged in our homepage will be recorded.
This accumulation serves internal, system related and statistical purposes. The following will be
recorded: Name of the data requested, Date and time of the request, Date transcribed, report of the
successful request, web-browser and requesting domain. Additionally all IP addresses of the
requesting computer will be recorded.
Enhancing, personnel related data will be recorded only if this information is made voluntary, for
instance based on a request or registration.

Use and transmission of personnel related Data:
As far as personnel related data will be made available, these will be used only to answer your
requests, the settlement of contracts in place with you and for the technical administration.

Your personnel related data will be turned over or otherwise transmitted only if these are necessary for
the purpose of contract administration - especially the transmission of ordering data to deliverers, this is
necessary for the purposes of account settlements, or if you have consented in advance.
You have the right to withdraw a granted consent at any time to be effective for the future.

The deletion of the recorded data will be made, as soon as you cancel your consent for the recording of
the data, if your knowledge for the fulfillment of the purpose for the recording is no longer necessary or,
when the recording for other, legal reasons is not authorized.

Right to demand information:
Based on written request we will gladly inform you about the data recorded pertaining to your person.

Security notice:
We attempt to record your personnel related data by taking all technical and organizational possibilities
in a way that they cannot be reached by third parties. When using e-mail communication a complete
data security cannot be warranted, thus we recommend the use of the postal route.

